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I. Abstract

A new class of speech processors foraultichannel auditory prostheses
is described. In general terms, these processors present nonoverlapping,
interleaved pulses to separate electrodes or pairs of electrodes 1n an
electrode array implanted in the scala tympani or modiolus. The amplitudes
of the pul ses are updated in a "round-robin" fashion, and these amplitudes
code the levels of root-mean-square (RMS) energies in logarithmically-spaced
bands across the spectrum of the first three formants of speech. Pulse
amplitudes are derived frollthe RMS levels with a logarithaic mapping law of
the form:

pulse amplitude = A x 10g(RMS level) + k,

where the parameters "A" and "k" are determined for each channel according
to the threshold and maximum comfortable loudness (MCL) for pulses on that
channel.

Variations of this basic interleaved-pulses processor include those
produced by (a) selection of pulse parameters, such as pulse width and tiae
between pulses; (b) the order of channel updates in each round-robin cycle;
(c) the number of channels updated in each round-robin cycle; and (d)
whether or not the fundamental frequency (FO) and voice/unvoice (v/uv)
boundaries are explicitly represented by timing the cycles of channel
updates to begin at pitch periods during voiced speech and at either
randomly-spaced or maximum-rate intervals during unvoiced speech. The
effects of all these manipulations are reviewed in this disclosure, as are
the results obtained in studies of speech recognition with the interleaved-
pulses processors and alternative strategies. The alternative strategies
inc 1ude the compressed-ana log-outputs strategy used in the present
University of California at San Francisco (UCSF)/Storz prosthesis and
idealized versions of the processing strategy used in the present University
of Me 1bourne/Nuc 1eus dev ice. The scores from the described speech-
recognition studies were significantly higher with the interleaved-pulses
processors than with a 11 a 1ternati ve strategies. Moreover, the percepts
elicited by the interleaved-pulses processors were always described by our
patients as being more natural and speechlike than the percepts elicited
with the other processors. We believe the two most-illportant ingredients
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for the super ior performance are (a) use of non-simu 1taneous stimul i, to

obtain a substantial "release" from temporal channel interactions, and (b) a
high rate of channel updates, to improve the temporal and spectral

resolutions of represented speech sounds. These elements are not combined
in any cOllUlercially-available (or patented) auditory prosthesis.
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I. Introduction

In recent studies of two cochlear-implant patients. fitted with
percutaneous cables, we have evaluated 14 major classes of speech-processing
strategies for mul tichanne 1 auditory prostheses. The performance of each
strategy was lIeasured with tests of vowel and consonant confusions, with and
wi thout 1 ipreading. The processing strategies inc 1uded the compressed-
analog-outputs strategy of the present UCSF/Storz prosthesis; interleaved-
pulses processors in which the amplitudes of non-simultaneous pulses code
the levels of RMS energies in logarithmically-spaced bands across the
spectrull of the first three formants of speech; and ideal ized versions of
the processing strategy used in the present Melbourne/Nucleus device. For
these two patients, both implanted with the UCSF electrode array and both
with various psychophysical manifestations of poor nerve survival, speech
recognition scores were significantly higher with the interleaved-pulses
processors than with all alternative strategies (we note that the
performance of the Australian processors was not evaluated with the first
patient). Moreover, the percepts elicited by the interleaved-pulses
processors were always described by both patients as being more natural and
speechlike than the percepts elicited with the other processors.

In this disclosure we will first describe in detail the studies of
speech recognition mentioned above. Results obtained with variations of the
basic inter leaved-pul ses processors wi 11 be presented, as wi 11 resul ts
obtaine·d wi th the other c lasses of process ing strategies. Next, we wi 11
summarize these findings in a separate section and describe several
preferred eabodillents of interleaved-pulses processors. Finally, in the
last two sections we will list claims for the disclosed invention and
indicate the relative contributions made by each of the three inventors.
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III. Background of the Invention and Comparison
with Other Processing strategies

As indicated in the Introduction, we have evaluated the relative
performance of many different strategies for processing speech in tests with
two implant patients. The first patient was studied in San Francisco during
the months of July and August, 1985, and the second patient was studied at
Duke University Medical Center during the months of March through July.
1986. These studies were supported by HIH contracts NOI-NS-2356 and NOI-NS-
5-2396. Because similar results were obtained for these two patients, and
because fewer processing strategies were evaluated with the first patient,
our review in this disclosure will emphasize the studies conducted with the
second patient. Additional information on studies conducted with the first
patient can be obtained from our Seventh Quarterly Progress Report for NIH
project N01-NS-2356. Finally, we note that the generality of our findings
was not evident until we had studied our second patient and also that most
of the preferred embodiments of interleaved-pulses processors were first
evaluated with our second patient. Therefore. this disclosure represents
our findings to date, and mainly reflects new knowledge obtained in tests
with the second patient.

An intensive series of tests was begun with our second patient (MH) in
early March. 1986. A battery of psychophysical tests was first conducted to
measure (a) thresholds for various stimuli and electrode-coupling
configurations; (b) maximum comfortable loudnesses (MCLs) for most of the
stimu 1 i and coup 1 ing configura tions used in the thresho ld tests; (c) the
extent and nature of interactions between channels. including temporal
channel interactions; (d) temporal integration for most of the bipolar pairs
in the electrode array; (e) compensation of temporal integration and
temporal channel interactions with "inverse-filtered" stimuli; (f) channel
discrimination; (g) frequency discrimination; and (h) loudness and loudness
matching for various stimu 1 i and e 1ectrode-coupl ing configurations.
Briefly, the results from these tests indicated that MH had a poor-to-
moderate pattern of nerve survival in her implanted ear. Thresholds to
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bipolar stimulation were highly heterogeneous across the bipolar pairs of
the electrode array, and thresholds to bipolar stimulation were much higher
than thresholds to monopolar stimulation. In addition, interactions between
most channels were severe, with good isolation found for only one-third of
the possible channel combinations. Finally, the dynamic ranges for
pulsatile and sinusoidal stimuli were generally narrow, although not as
narrow as those found for our first patient (LP) at UCSF (see QPR 7, NIH
proj ect NOI-NS-2356).

Despite these negative findings, however, patient MH was able to rank
her channels of bipolar-pair stimulation along a tonotopic order from base
to apex, and she had frequency difference limens that fell within the normal
ranges for cochlear-implant patients. Also, her recollection of auditory
sensations was excellent. She could describe her electrically-evoked
auditory percepts in close analogy with everyday sounds she remembered. In
all, then, the results of the preliminary psychophysical tests with MH
indicated a generally poor (but heterogeneous) pattern of peripheral nerve
survival coupled with an intact central auditory system.

Evaluation of al ternati ve speech-processing strategies was begun in
mid-March, immediately after the preliminary psychophysical studies. In
all, 14 major classes of processing strategies were tested, with an average
of 4 processors in each class for optimization of within-class parameters.
The performance of each processing strategy was measured wi th confusion-
matrix tests. The confusion matrix for vowels included the tokens "BOAT,"
"BEET," "BOUGHT," "BIT," and "BOOT," and the confusion matrix for consonants
inc 1uded the nonsense tokens "ATA," "ADA," "AKA," "ASA," "AZA," "ANA,"
"ALA," and "ATHA." All processing strategies were implemented as computer
simulations with the software of our "block-diagram compiler" (see QPR 4,
NIH project NOI-NS-2356). The processed speech tokens were presented to the
patient through our hardware interface (QPR 2, NIH project NOI-NS-2356),
which provided an electrically-safe means of transmitting stimuli to the
electrode array at bandwidths of up to 20 kHz on a II eight channe Is. The

.presentation of each processed token was accompanied by a display of
response options on a computer console used by the patient. When she
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responded, her response was used to update a matrix display on the
investigator's computer console (not seen by the patient), and the next
token for presentation was drawn from a randomized list. At the end of the
test we would usually give the patient her score of overall % correct and an
indication of the principal confusions she made during the test. No
feedback was given during the test itself.

Pour tests were given for each processing strategy: vowel recognition
with lipreading: vowel recognition without lipreading: consonant recognition
with lipreading: and consonant recognition without lipreading. Lipreading
information was provided by miming tokens in synchrony with stimulus
presentations. Only one of us (CCF) presented lipreading information for
all tests.

The main findings from our initial tests of speech perception are
summarized in Table 1. The scores tabulated are those for the processor
wi th the highest overa 11 %-correct figure for a 11 processor variations
within each major processor class. Before describing the rationale and
results for each processor class, we will note a few general features of the
data in Table 1. First, high scores are consistently found for the tests of
vowel perception with lipreading. These scores are consistent with the fact
that MH did well in a single test we administered to measure her performance
with lipreading alone: she got 23/25 correct, a score that is not
significantly different from most of the scores listed in Table 1 for vowel
recognition with lipreading. Therefore, the scores for this test condition
are not a particularly-sensitive indicator of processor performance. and MH
"tops out" on vowe Is wi th lipreading.

Next, we note that scores on the tests of consonant recognition with
lipreading are a much more sensitive indicator of processor performance. In
two tests of consonant recognition wi th lipreading only (administered on
different dates), MH got 14/24 and 11/24 correct. Scores eyen slightly
greater than 14/24 correct in Table 1 for consonant recognition with
lipreading indicate significant improvements over I ipreading alone (e.g.,
the score of 16/24 correct for the last processor listed on the first page
of Table 1 is significantly higher than the best score of the lipreading-
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Table 1

Best Results from Various Classes of Speech Processors. Patient MH

Processor class
VOWELS·w. lips w.o. lips

CONSONANTS·*
w. !ips w.o. Ups

total
% correct

Compressed analog ·20/25
outputs. 4 channels

Breeuwer/Plomp 22/25
Processor. 2
channels

Interleaved-pulses 24/25
processor. 2 of 6
channels on at a
time

same as above. but 24/25
with analog "base-
band" signal

Interleaved-pulses 24/25
processor. all 6
channels on at a
time

4-channel. . 21/25
interleaved-pulses
processor. all 4
channels on at a
time

Interleaved-pulses 23/25
processor, all 6
channels on at a
time, with "noise-
biasing" signal
delivered to 9/Ref

Interleaved-pulses 20/25
processor. all 6
channels on at a
time. with baseband
channel of inter-
leaved pitch pulses.
Ch 2 off

*Chance is 5/25
**Chance is 3/24

8/25

10/25

22/25

16/25

23/25

12/25

18/25

10/25

9

13/24

18/24

14/24

16/24

20/24

17/24

18/24

16/24

7/24

9/24

,

9/24

5/24

14/24

10/24

10/24

8/24

49

60

70

62

83

61

.70

55



Best Results from Various Classes of Speech Processors. Patient MH.
continued. p.2

VOWELS* **CONSONANTS
Processor class w. lips w.o. lips w. lips w.o. lips % correct

Interleaved-pulses 25/25 24/25 21/24 12/24 84
processor. with
round-robin updates
proceeding from base
to apex

same as above. 24/25 20/25 20/24 12/24 78
except that update
cycles are timed to
begin at pitch
periods for voiced-
speech sounds and
at the max rate for
unvoiced-speech
sounds

4-channel version 17/24 14/24 N/A
of above

Interleaved-pulses 24/25 16/25 22/24 19/24 83
processor. all 6
channels on at a
time. with round-
robin updates pro-
ceeding from base
to apex. In addi tion.
the update cycles are
timed to begin at
pitch periods for
voiced-speech sounds
and at random intervals
("jittered") for
unvoiced-speech sounds.

4-channel version 22/25 18/25 19/24 11/24 71
of above

Australian 24/25 18/25 16/24 9/24 68
processor. pulse
amplitudes reflect
RMS levels of F2
band

*Chance is 5/25
**Chance is 3/24
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only tests).
Third, the chance levels of performance are 5/25 "correct" for the

vowel tests and 3/24 "correct" for the consonant tests. All but one of the
scores shown on Table 1 are significantly above chance. The exception is
the score of 5/24 for consonant recogni tion wi thout I ips, for the fourth
class of processing strategies listed in the table.

Finally, we note that test/retest reliability was good for MH. When we
retested a processor that produced low scores on a previous occasion MH
would always again obtain low scores, and when we retested a processor that
produced high scores on a previous occasion MH would always again obta.in
high scores. Also, MH's anecdotal remarks were stable across repeated tests
of a single processor. When a "good" processor was retested MH would
immediately identify it as such, usually in terms like "this is a good
processor," "this processor sounds natural and like speech I remember,"
"this processor doesn't sound simulated," or "this processor is very clear."
In contrast, a retest of a processor that produced low scores on a previous
occasion would elicit comments like "this is a lousy processor," "this
processor sounds like a man in a barrel," "the speaker sounds like he is
talking through the telephone with a handkerchief or towel over the
mouthpiece," or "this processor is not as clear as some you have tried."
MH's anecdotal remarks were always consistent with her test scores on
confusion-matrix material.

Perhaps the .ost-striking feature of the data in Table 1 is the large
differences in performance found across processing strategies. To our
knowledge, these data and the results obtained with our last patient at UCSF
(patient LP, QPR 7, NIH project NOI-NS-2356) are the first demonstrations of
such differences in individual implant patients. That is, for the first
time many fundamentally-different processing strategies have been evaluated
in tests with controls for (a) differences in neural survival patterns among
patients; (b) differences in cognitive ability among patients; and (c)
differences in testing procedures among laboratories. In the two previous
studies we know about in which such controls were implemented, only 3
(Eddington, 1980) or 5 (Simmons ~ al., 1986) strategies were evaluated, and
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only one variation was tested for each strategy.
We will now review the rationale and results for each class of speech

processor listed in Table 1.

Comoressed analoS! outouts. 4 channels

The first class of processor listed in Table 1 is the compressed analog
outputs strategy, which emulates in software all the functions of the
present UCSF/Storz speech processor. All tested variations of this
processor used four output channels. The variations were in coupling
configuration (including delivery to the best-isolated radial bipolar pairs
in the electrode array, staggered pairs in the electrode array, and the
apical four pairs in the electrode array), compression ratio (ratios of 2:1
and 3:1 were tested) and "tuning" procedure. The differences in tuning
procedure were in the way the gains of the individual channel outputs were
adjusted before the tests of vowel and consonant recognition. In the "RTI
tuning procedure" the gains of individual channel outputs were not adjusted
(i.e., the output 1eve 1 of each bandpass channe 1 ref 1ected the energy in
that band). The overall level of the outputs was adjusted with a "master
gain" control on the stimulus-isolation unit to provide moderate loudnesses
for the tokens of the vowel confusion matrix. In the "UCSF tuning
procedure" speech sounds were used to adjust the individual channel gains
until all speech features of a small set of features were clearly audible.
For example, the gain of the basal-most channel (Channel 4) would be
increased in this procedure until an "s" sound was audible.

The best results for this class of processor were obtained with the use
of staggered pairs in the electrode array, a compression ratio of 3:1, and
the UCSF tuning procedure. In general these manipulations improved the
consonant-recognition scores and slightly degraded the vowel-recognition
scores obtained with other variations. Inasmuch as consonant recognition is
more important for understanding connected speech than is vowel recognition,
this configuration of the processor might be considered to be most-
appropriate for daily use.

Clearly, the scores for this processor are low. The scores for tests
with lipreading plus speech processor are about the same as the scores
obtained for lipreading alone; the scores for the conditions without
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lipreading are among the lowest listed in Table 1. Al though the "without
lipreading" scores are significantly higher than chance, they are also
consistent with a poor overall result for patient MH compared to other
patients using the UCSF/Storz speech processor. That is, many patients in
the UCSF series have much higher scores than MH on similar tests of vowel
and consonant recognition (see, e.g., Schindler ~ ~., 1986). The low
scores obtained for MH probably reflect the relatively-poor status of her
implanted ear. Specifically, her interactions between simul taneousl y-
stimulated channels are generally severe, and her thresholds for bipolar-
pair stimulation are higher than those for the great majority of other
patients in the UCSF series.

Breeuwer/Plomp processor. 2 channels

Evaluation of the second processor listed in Table 1, the
"Breeuwer/P Iomp processor," was inspired by our desire to (a) reduce the
spatial and temporal bandwidths of information presented to the electrode
array and (b) increase MHls aided lipreading scores, particularly for
consonants. The design of the processing strategy was based on the stunning
results recently reported by Breeuwer and Plomp for lipreading supplemented
with simple representations of the acoustic speech signal (Breeuwer and
Plomp, 1984). These investigators measured the number of correctly
perceived syllables in short Dutch sentences presented to 18 listeners with
normal hearing. The test conditions inc luded lipreading only, lipreading
plus acoustic supplement, and acoustic supplement alone. The acoustic
supplements included representations of the sound-pressure levels in one or
two frequency bands of the speech signal. The bands were centered at 500,
1600 or 3160 Hz, and their widths were either 1 or 1/3 octave. The acoustic
supplement signal was derived by sensing the RMS energy in the output of
each bandpass filter and then amplitude modulating a sinusoid at the center
frequency of the filter with the RMS level. For the two-filter conditions,
the two amplitude-modulated sinusoids were summed to provide a cOllbined
output signal.

The best resul ts reported by Breeuwer and Plomp are nothing short of
astounding. They found that when lipreading was supplemented with two 1-
octave bands at 500 and 3160 Hz, the number of correctly-perceived syllables
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jumped from 22.8% correct for 1ipreading on 1y to 86.7% correct for
lipreading plus processed speech supplement. The number of correctly-
perceived syllables for the supplement alone was 26.7% correct. The score
for lipreading plus acoustic supplement is fully consistent with substantial
open-set recognition of speech. Breeuwer and Plomp suggest that the
excellent results obtained with such a simple acoustic supplement may be
explained by (a) the possibility that the perceived ratio between high-band
and low-band energies codes well the voice/unvoice boundaries in connected
discourse, which are not visible on the lips, and (b) the possibility that
the perceived overall ampl itude of the combined fi 1ter outputs codes well
the temporal dynamics of speech, which also are not visible on the lips.

Our appl ication of the processing strategy described by Breeuwer and
Plomp consisted of mapping the outputs of the two filters onto the dynamic
ranges of two of MH's channels of radial-pair bipolar stimulation. The
tested variations of this basic processing strategy included (a) delivery of
"compressed analog outputs" of the two fil ters (before the RMS-detection
cirCUitry) to two well-isolated pairs in the electrode array (pairs 1-2 and
5-6); (b) delivery of short-duration (0.2 or 0.5 msec), interleaved pulses
to these two electrode channels, where the pulse intensities were derived
from a logarithmic transformation of the RMS outputs for each channel; (c)
delivery of simultaneous pulses to these two channels, where the pulse
durations and intensities were the same as those used for variation b above:
(d) delivery of the above-described pulsatile stimuli to less-well-isolated
pairs in the electrode array (pairs 1-2 and 3-4); and (e) use of increased
cutoff frequenc ies in the RMS smoothing f i1ters to represent voicing and
fundamental-frequency information in the "ripples" of RMS outputs. The
logarithmic aapping law for deriving pulse intensities was of the form:

pulse intensity = A x 10g(RMS level) + k,

where the parameters "A" and "k" were determined for each channe 1 according
to the threshold and MCL for pulses on that channel. This is the same
mapping function that was so successfully applied in our studies with
patient LP at UCSF (QPR 7, NIH project N01-NS-2356). The use of interleaved
pulses was also inspired by (a) our finding with LP that his perception of
speech tokens improved tremendously when simultaneous-outputs strategies
were abandoned in favor of interleaved-pulses strategies and (b) the results
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of subsequent psychophysical studies with patients SG and MH at Duke which
demonstrated that very substantial release from channel interactions could
be obtained with the use of interleaved pulses. Finally, in the last tested
variation of the basic Breeuwer/Plomp processor (variation e above), we
thought that the additional information of voicing and fundamental frequency
might be conveyed if the cutoff frequencies of the RMS-smoothing fil ters
were increased from 30 Hz to 10% of the lower cutoff frequencies of each
bandpass filter (i.e., 36 Hz for the low band and 224 Hz for the high band).
In this way the "average" RMS levels in each band would still be
represented, but the now-present ripples in the RMS outputs (particularly
for the high band) would also signal the times of glottal openings in
voiced-speech sounds.

The best results for the Breeuwer/Plomp processor were obtained with
pulsatile outputs and with the increased cutoff frequencies of the RMS-
smoothing f i Iters. The resul ts were about the same for the condi tions of
simul taneous and non-simul taneous stimulation of well-isolated pairs in the
electrode array; the scores were lowered when less-well-isolated pairs were
used. In this 1ast set of condi tions, scores were lower for simu Itaneous
stimulation. The scores for presentation of compressed analog outputs to
the two se Iected channe Is were much lower than the scores for any tested
variation using pulsatile outputs. Finally, we note that MH found the
variation with the increased cutoff frequencies for the RMS-smoothing
f11 ters to sound much more "natural and speechlike." She could correctly
make the male/female distinction with this variation and could not with the
other variations (the speaker was a male, and MH thought the other
variations sounded like a high-pitChed female with a monotone voice).

The scores obtained with the best variation of the Breeuwer/Plomp
processing strategy are impressive. These scores are at least somewhat
higher in every category when compared with the scores of the compressed
analog outputs strategy. The largest increase is in the category of
consonants with lipreading, as might be predicted from Breeuwer and Plomp's
findings with normal-hearing subjects. All scores are significantly greater
than chance, and the scores for the processor P Ius lipreading condi tions
indicate that this processor would provide substantial benefit as an adjunct
to lipreading. Because the Breeuwer/Plomp processor transmits only two
channels of information, it might be especially useful for patients who have
very poor patterns of nerve survival (with concomitant channel interactions)
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or electrode arrays with a low degree of spatia 1 selecti v ity (e.g••
monopolar electrode arrays such as the one used in the Utah/MIT/Symbion
device). or both.

Interleaved-pulses processor. 2 of 6 channels on at a time

The next major class of tested processing strategies is interleaved-
pulses processors of the type we applied in our studies with patient LP (QPR
7. NIH project N01-NS-2356). As described in detai I in our report of LP's
case. input speech signals are first high-pass filtered (1st order. with a
break frequency of 1200 Hz) in these processors to flatten the speech
spectrum and diminish the otherwise overwhe lming inf 1uence of the first
formant (P1). The output of the high-pass fil ter is then fed to a bank of
bandpass fi Iters whose center frequencies span the combined range ot the
first three formants. along a Iogari thmic sea 1e. The RMS energy in each
band is sensed by a full-wave rectifier and low-pass ti Iter connected in
series to each bandpass filter output. Next. a "post-processor" is
programmed to scan the RMS outputs each time a pulse is to be delivered to
the electrode array. The output of a filterbank channel is delivered to its
assigned electrode(s) only if (a) it is one of the two channels with the
greatest RMS energy for the present time frame and (b) the RMS energy is
above a preset "noise threshold." Finally. the ampl itudes of the pulse(s)
delivered to the selected channel(s) in the electrode array are derived with
a logarithaic mapping law for each channel. as previously described tor the
Breeuwer/Plomp processor.

As indicated in Table 1. the scores for the interleaved-pulses
processor. 2 of 6 channels on at a time, are at least somewhat higher than
the scores for the compressed analog outputs strategy in every category. and
substantially higher in the category of vowel recognition without lips. The
overall %-correct score is much higher than the overall %-correct scores for
the compressed analog outputs processor and the Breeuwer/Plomp processor.
MH immediately volunteered that the 6-channel interleaved pulses processor
(with 2 channels on at a time) was much clearer and much more understandable
than the previous processors we had tested; indeed, she told us that "you
brought the man out of the barrel with this processor." The processor still
sounded "simulated" to MH, but the speech tokens were much clearer than the
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tokens heard from the other processors. The score for vowe 1 recognition
without lips is nearly perfect and represents superb performance for a
cochlear-implant patient. However. the scores for consonant recognition are
not much different from those of the compressed analog outputs strategy, and
the score for the "consonants wi th lipreading" category is significant ly
lower for the inter leaved-pul ses processor compared wi th the high score
obtained with the Breeuwer/Plomp processor. Therefore. a major focus of our
subsequent effort was to evaluate processing strategies designed to retain
the excellent performance on vowels while increasing the levels of
performance on consonants.

Finally. we note that the tested variations of the present and
subsequent interleaved-pulses processors included at least some
manipulations of one or more of the following parameters: pulse width;
interpulse interval; pulse type (i.e.• current- and duration-balanced
biphasic pulses or charge-balanced. "monophasic-like" pulses); and method
used to produce charge-balanced. "monophasic-like" pulses. The effects of
these manipulations for all the interleaved-pulses processors will be
described in the last subsection of this major section on comparison of
speech-processing strategies.

Interleaved-pulses processor. 2 of 6 channels on at a time,
with the addition of an analo~ "baseband" si~al

Our first attempt at increasing the scores of consonant tests for
interleaved-pulses processors was to add a compressed analog "baseband"
signal. The baseband signal was delivered to the apical-most pair in the
electrode array, and six channels of interleaved pulses, 2 channels on at a
time, were delivered to six other pairs of electrodes in the array. In one
variation of this hybrid "inter leaved-pu 1ses/compressed-ana log-baseband-
signal" processor, the baseband signal was derived in exactly the same way
as the lowest-band signa 1 was deri ved for the compressed-ana log-outputs
strategy. Specifically. the input speech signal was first compressed at a
compression ratio of 3:1, then passed through a bandpass filter whose corner
frequencies were at 200 and 800 Hz, and finally passed through a high-pass
"charge f i I ter" whose corner frequency was at 300 Hz. One of the features
strongly represented in the outputs of the above-described baseband channel
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was the periodicities of voiced-speech sounds. We therefore thought that
fundamental frequency and voice/unvoice boundaries might be better conveyed
with the addition of the baseband signal. Also. Mark White's finding of P1
discrimination for patients using a single-channel. compressed-analog-
outputs processor (White. 1983) indicated the possibility that at least some
additional P1 information might be perceived by our patient when this
particular baseband signal was applied.

In another variation of the hybrid "interleaved-pulses/compressed-
analog-baseband-signal" processor the corner frequencies of the bandpass
filter were extended from 200-to-800 Hz to 50-to-4000 Hz. This manipulation
was expected to increase further the representation of voicing information
and perhaps improve the representation of the overall speech envelope.

The results obtained with these two variations of the hybrid processor
were quite different. The best overall %-correct score was obtained with
the variation using the "wide-band" baseband signal. where the bandpass was
from 50 to 4000 Hz. The scores for both variations indicated a generally-
destructive effect of adding the baseband signal to an interleaved-pulses
processor.

First. for the "wide-band" variation. there were large decreases in the
scores for vowel and consonant discrimination without lips. The decrease
for vowels was probably attributable to increased interactions between
channels. That is. the release from temporal channel interactions attained
with the use of interleaved, nonsimultaneous pulses was most likely degraded
by the presence of the continuous. "analog" baseband signal. Therefore, the
representation of steady-state formant frequencies across independent
channels .ay have been .uch less salient when the analog baseband signal was
presented along with six channels of interleaved pulses.

Next. the decrease in the score for consonants without lipreading was
somewhat surprising, but in retrospect consistent with the above hypothesis
of exacerbated channel interactions. Note, however, that the score for
consonant discrimination with lipreading was slightly higher for the
processor in which the baseband signal was used. We suggest that envelope
information may have been better represented with the addition of the
baseband signal, and that such an improved representation may have provided
a useful adjunct to lipreading.

As mentioned above, the scores obtained with the hybrid processor using
the "narrow-band" baseband signal were quite different than the scores just
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rev iewed for the hybrid processor using the "wide.-band" baseband signal.
Specifically, the scores for the "narrow-band" version were: 22/25 for
vowels with lipreading; 12/25 for vowels without lipreading; 17/24 for
consonants with lipreading; and 8/24 for consonants without lipreading. In
all, then, the scores for vowel discrimination were lowered and the scores
for consonant discrimination were increased when the bandwidth of the
baseband channel was changed from 50-to-4000 Hz to 200-to-800 Hz. These
differences in results might be explained in terms of the waveshapes of
baseband-channel outputs produced by the two variations of hybrid
processors. In particular, the wide-band signal had much higher "peak
factors" and therefore was perceived by our patient as much louder than the
narrow-band signal when both signals had the same RMS energy (also see
Shannon, 1983). To achieve the same loudness levels, then, the overall
level of the narrow-band signal was the higher of the two. This higher
level may have (a) further exacerbated channel interactions, lowering the
scores for vowel recognition and (b) improved somewhat the representation of
voicing and envelope information, increasing the scores for consonant
recognition. The overall %-correct score for the "narrow-band" version of
the hybrid processors was 60%, not much different from the 62% listed in
Table 1 for the "wide-band" version. Both scores were significantly below
the 70% score obtained for the inter 1eaved-pul ses processor without the
addition of the baseband signal.

Interleaved-pulses processor. all 6 channels on at a time

The disappointing results for the hybrid processors described above led
us to abandon the hybrid approach in favor of methods to improve the
representation of speech with non-simultaneous stimuli. Our first step in
this direction was to increase the number of channels allowed to deliver
interleaved pulses to the electrode array on each update frame.
Specifically, pulses were delivered to all six channels of a six-channel
processor in a round-robin fashion. The amplitudes of the pulses were
derived from a logarithmic transformation of the RMS energies in each
channel bandpass, as previously described. Unlike the interleaved-pulses
processor with 2 of 6 channels on at a time, the processor with 6 of 6
channels on at a time had no logic to select the two channels with the
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greatest RMS energies in each time frame. Therefore, the full spectrum of
speech over the range of the first three formants was represented with the
"6-of-6-channels" processor.

In addition to manipulations in pulse width. interpulse interval, and
method for producing charge-balanced "monophasic" pulses, the tested
variations of the "6-of-6-channels," interleaved-pulses processor included
two patterns of round-robin updates. The first pattern of channel updates
was the channel order: 1, 2, 4, 6, 3 and 5, where channel 1 was the apical-,
most channel and channel 6 was the basal-most channel: the second pattern of
channel updates was the channel order: 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. The first pattern
presented stimuli in an order designed to minimize channel interactions (for
MH's particular ear) and the second pattern presented stimuli in a temporal
order that proceeded from base to apex. The tempora I order of the second
pattern, of course, mimicked the order of stimulation imposed in normal
hearing by the travelling-wave mechanics of the basilar membrane. The
travel time for normal hearing was closely approximated by appropriate
selections of pulse duration and interpulse interval for the electrical-
stimulation case. Specifically, 0.5 msec pulses spaced 0.2 msec apart were
used, for a total "travel time" of 4.2 msec from base to apex over the
length of the electrode array. Of course, the power-function of increases
in delay times for normal hearing was only crudely approximated by the
linear increase in delay times implemented in our interleaved-pulses
processor.

The results for these two variations of interleaved-pulses processors,
with all 6 channels updated on each round-robin cycle, are listed in
separate entries in Table 1. The variation with the update order designed
to minimize channel interactions is listed as the fifth processor on the
first page of Table 1: the variation with the update order designed to mimic
de lays i.posed by the tra ve 11 ing wave in norma 1 hearing is I isted as the
first processor on the second page of Table 1.

The best results for these two classes of interleaved-pulses processors
were obtained with the "natural" order of stimulation from base to apex. MH
immediately remarked that this processor was the very best we had tested and
that the processed tokens sounded like natural speech she remembered. The
S'ca!"'eS'eo!"' tae alte!"'nate o!"'de!"' of caannel «fJdates wei!e (ra1y S(1l'IfE!Waat 1awer,

however, and the difference between update orders seemed more qualitative
than quantitative.
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For both variations of channel updates, the results demonstrate
substantial improvements in vowel and consonant recognition over all
previously-tested processors. Excellent, world-record levels of performance
are retained on vowels while large increases in consonant recognition are
realized for both the with-lipreading and without-lipreading conditions.
The overall %-correct scores of 83% and 84% are also much higher than the
scores of previous 1y-tested processors. Moreover, these resul ts for the
interleaved-pulses processors, 6 of 6 channels on at a time, are among the
best ever reported for any cochlear-implant patient, using any processing
strategy.

To provide a more-detailed picture of processor performance, confusion
matrices from the first tested variation of "6-of-6-channels," interleaved-
pulses processors are presented on the next two pages (this variation of the
processor used the channel update order designed to minimize channel
interactions). On the vowel test with lipreading MH once perceived "bit" as
"bought," and on the vowe 1 test without Iipreading she once heard "boot" as
"bought" and once heard "boat" as "bit." Results with the consonant tests
were also excellent; she got 20/24 correct with lipreading and 14/24 correct
without lipreading. Most confusions in the "with lipreading" condition were
in cells adjacent to the diagonal, indicating that most errors were made
with phonetically-similar tokens. In particular, MH once perceived "ATA" as
"ADA," once perceived "AZA" as "ASA," and once perceived "ALA" as "ANA."
This is stellar performance for a cochlear-implant patient. Finally, she
had soae of the same confusions for the "without lipreading" condition plus
4 confusions between "ASA" and "ATHA." These last two tokens have a high
degree of acoustic similarity; indeed, we (CCF and BSW) have a hard time
hearing the difference between them in our recorded presentations.

To conclude this subsection on "6-of-6-channels," interleaved-pulses
processors, we note that we were initially surprised at the large increases
in performance obtained when we went from the "2-channels-on-at-a-time"
processor to the "6-channels-on-at-a-time" processor. Before testing the
"6-channels-on-at-a-time" processor we were concerned that the picture of
channel interactions would be very complex with such a "dense"
representation of the speech signal. A pOSSible advantage of the "2-
channels-on-at-a-time" processor was that the time between sequential pulses
could be a millisecond or greater while still keeping the stimulus frequency
on any single channel at 250 Hz or higher. This was important because MH
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Interleaved Pulses Strategy,
all 6 channels on at a time.

Patient MH

With Lipreading:

RESPONSE

beet bought boat boot bit
1======1------/------1------1------1

beet / 5· I 1 I / 11======1======1------1------1------1
bought I I 5 1 1 I I1------1======1======1------1------1

S boat I I 1 5 I I I
T /------1------1======1======1------1
I boot I I I I 5 I I
M 1------1------1------1======1======1

bi t 1 1 1 1 1 I 4 I1------1------1------1------1======1

Without Lipreading:

RESPONSE

beet bought boat boot bit
1======1------1------1------1------1

beet / 5 I 1 I I I1======1======1------1------1------1
bought I I 5 I I 1 I/------/======1======1------1------1

S boat I I I 4 I 1 1 I
T /------1------1======1======1------1
I boot I I 1 I I 4 1 I
M 1------1------1------1======1======1

bit I 1 I I I 5 11------1------1------1------1======1
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Interleaved Pulses Strategy,
all 6 channels on at a time,

Patient MH

With Lipreading:

RESPONSE

t d k s z n 1 th
1======1------ ------1------1------1------ ------1------

t I 2 1 1 1 I I I1====== ====== ------1------1------1------ ------1------
d I 2 I I 1 1 I1------ ====== ======1------1------1------ ------1------
k I 3 1 I I I,1------ ------ ======1======1------1------ ------1------

S s I 1 3 1 I I
T 1------ ------ ------1======1======/------ ------1------
I z I 1 1 I 2 I I 20/24
M 1------ ------ ------1------1======1====== ------1------

n I I I I 3 11------ ------ ------1------1------1====== ======1------
1 I 1 I I 1 2 11------ ------ ------1------1------1------ ======1======

th 1 I 1 1 1 31------ ------ ------1------1------1------ ------1======

Without Lipreading:

RESPONSE

t d k s z n 1 th
1======1------1------1------ ------1------1------1------1

t 1 2 1 1 I I I 1 1 I1======1======1------1------ ------1------1------1------1
d 1 1 2 I I I 1 1 1 I1------1======1======1------ ------1------1------ ------1
k I 1 I I 2 I I I I1------1------1======1====== ------1------1------ ------1

S s 1 I I I 1 1 1 2 I
T 1------1------1------/====== ======1------1------ ------1
I z I 1 1 1 2 1 I 1 I 14/24
M 1------1------1------1------ ======1======1------ ------1

n I I I 1 1 1 2 I 11------1------1------1------ ------1======1====== ------1
I I I I I I 1 I 2 I1------1------1------1------ ------1------1====== ======1

th I 1 I I 2 I 1 1 I1------1------1------/------ ------1------1------ ======1
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could hear the "modulation whistle" of lower stimulus frequencies and would
mistakenly identify a male speaker as a woman or child with a "high-pitched.
monotonous voice." Al so. we wanted to keep the cyc 1e update times across
channels at or below 5 msec because significant changes in speech can occur
in intervals as short as 5-10 msec. The "2-channels-on-at-a-time" processor
met the above timing criteria with times between pulses that we knew (fro.
psychophysical measurements) would provide good isolation between the
stimulated channels and thereby preserve the representation of RMS energies
in the two selected channels. In contrast, the ti.e between pulses had to
be greatly reduced (e.g., from 1.5 msec to 0.2 msec) for the "6-channels-on-
at-a-time" processor in order to keep the cycle update times at or below 5.0

I

msec. Because the psychophysical studies of temporal channel interactions
demonstrated that the release from int~ractions afforded by the use of
nons iau 1 taneous stillu1 i was n.ot as great at short separations (e.g., 0.2
msec) compared to long separations (e.g., 1.0 msec or greater), we expected
that increased channel interactions might degrade the pertor.ance of
interleaved-pulses processors as the number of channels in each update cycle
was increased.

Apparently, f~o. the results presented at the beginning of this
subsection. the improved representation of RMS energies across all six bands
far outweighs possible effects of increased channel interactions.
Performance in tests of vowel recognition is as good or better with the "6-
channels-on" processor compared with that of the "2-channels-on" processor,
and performance in tests of consonant recognition is much better for the "6-
channels-on" processor. The improvement in consonant recognition aay have
resulted from an improved representation of the co.plex spectra and temporal
dynamics of consonants. That is, vowels have "steady-state" regions in
which the frequencies of 2 or 3 formants adequately specify phonemic
identity. In contrast, consonants are not so well-specified by a formant
model and also generally have far-greater rates of temporal changes within
each phonemic unit. Consonants are instead specified by a host of features
including (a) voicing/frication: (b) amplitude envelope: (c) loci and shapes
of broad spectral peaks (i.e., the spectra of most consonants do not have a
we II-defined "formant" structure): and (d) rapid formant transitions from a
leading vowel into a following consonant or from a leading consonant into a
following vowel. These features other than steady-state for.ants are
probably best represented with rapid updates of information on all channels
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of a multichannel array. Therefore, a "low-density" representation such
as that provided by our "2-channels-on-at-a-time" interleaved-pulses
processor, or by the "1-or-2-channels-on-at-a-time" processor used in the
Melbourne/Nucleus device, may be adequate for transmitting information on
vowels but inadequate for transmitting complete information on consonants.
Finally, we note again that the "6-channels-on" processor sounded much more
natural and speechlike to MH compared to all other tested processors. This
last improvement might also have been a result of the increased temporal and
spectral resolution probably provided by the "6-channels-on" processor.

4-channel, interleaved-pulses processor,
all 4 channels on at a time

Encouraged by our success with the 6-channel processor described in the
previous subsection, we decided to evaluate the effects of reducing the
number of interleaved-pulses channels to 4. The represented bandpasses were
identical to those used in the simulations of the compressed analog outputs
strategy (the first strategy listed in Table 1). As is evident from the
results presented in Table 1, performance with the 4-channel, interleaved-
pu 1ses processor was better than the performance obtained wi th the
compressed-analog-outputs strategy, but substantially worse than the
performance obtained with the 6-channel, interleaved-pulses processor. The
precipitous decline in all scores when the number of channels was reduced
from 6 to 4 certainly indicates the importance of the number of channels in
a multichannel auditory prosthesis. Excellent performance was obtained with
the 6-channe I, inter 1ea ved-pu 1ses processor whi Ie poor-to-moderate
performance was obtained with the 4-channel, interleaved-pUlses processor.
The differences in all categories of vowel and consonant recognition were
surpr Ising 1y 1arge, and indica te the need for caution when comparing the
performance of single-channel and aultichannel auditory prostheses.
Specifically, the advantages of multichannel devices may be far more evident
when the number of channels used is at or above some critical minimum, and
when a good processing strategy is applied for the multichannel device.

An additional comparison of interest in regard to the results obtained
with the 4-channel, interleaved-pulses processor is that these results were
on 1y somewhat better than the resul ts obtained wi th the 4-channe 1,
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cOllpressed-analog-outputs strategy. Possibly, the isolation between
channels for the latter strategy might have been moderately good inasmuch as
alternate pairs of electrodes were used for the stimulation channels. In
such a case one could reasonably expect that the performance of the
compressed-analog-outputs strategy would be comparable to the performance of
the 4-channel, interleaved-pulses processor (where isolation is good). More
likely, however, is the possibility that different kinds of information were
provided by the two processors and that each representation was adequate for
limited recognition of vowels and consonants. For example, a better
representation of voicing, voice/unvoice boundaries and amplitude envelope
may ha ve been conveyed in the baseband of the compressed-ana Iog-outpu ts
processor, while a better representation of frequency information above the
baseband frequencies may hliV.ebeen conveyed with the interleaved-pulses
processor (through reduced channel interactions). These or other factors
could have "traded-off" to produce similar results on the vowel and
consonant tests. Support for this notion comes from the fact that these two
processors sounded quite different to MH: the compressed-analog-outputs
processor ptoduced tokens that MH described as unclear or "like a man
talking in a barrel," and the 4-channel, interleaved-pulses processor
produced tokens that sounded "clear but simulated." Also, MH often made
mistakes in distinguishing a male voice from a female voice with the
interleaved-pulses processor, while she rarely made such mistakes with the
compressed-analog-outputs processor. These differences in percepts strongly
suggest that the representations of speech information at the auditory nerve
were different for the two processors.

6-channel. interleaved-pulses processor,
with the addi tion of a "noise-biasinf;!:"sil'!:Dal

Our next attempt at improving the performance of 6-channel,
inter Iea ved-pu Ises processors was to add a "noi se-biasing" signa 1. This
noise-biasing signal was delivered to monopolar electrode pair 9/Ref, and
consisted of a 200-6000 Hz bandpass of white noise. The idea was to produce
a degree of stochastic independence between adjacent neurons in the
excitation fields of bipolar-pair electrodes by imparting different
discharge histories to different neurons. Specifically, we expected that
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even slight differences in anatomical and physiological properties of
cochlear neurons would cause these neurons to respond at least somewhat
differently to a near-threshold noise stimulus, so long as populations of
neurons did not "phase-lock" to low-frequency components in the noise.
Therefore, frequency components below 200 Hz were eliainated, and the
filtered noise signal was delivered in a monopolar configuration to ensure a
pervasive (and nearly uniform) spread of effect over the length of the
electrode array. If our assumptions underlying the generation of
stochastically-independent, "spontaneous-l ike" acti vity were correct, then
responses evoked by deterministic pulses would be modified by the ongoing
acti v ity in the nerve, produced by the nOise-biasing signal. The
deterministic stimuli were delivered to bipolar pairs of the electrode array
in the manner previously described for the "6-channels-on," interleaved-
pulses processor.

The hypothesi s we wished to eva Iuate wi th the addi tion of the noise-
biasing signal is the suggestion that stochastic independence between
adjacent neurons allows a greater bandwidth of temporal information to be
represented in the ensemble responses of the auditory nerve (this hypothesis
is fully described in our 8th QPR for NIH project N01-NS-2356). Briefly, if
neurons in the excitation field have different and stochastically-
independent discharge histories, then the burden of information transfer
might be shared between previously-stimulated neurons still in their
refractory periods and fully-recovered neurons, now ready to respond to the
present stimulus. Because not every neuron in the excitation field is
stimulated on every major peak in the stimulus waveform (or, in the present
case, on every pulse), higher frequencies of stimulation lIight be
represented to the central auditory system in a "time-shared" arrangement.
That is, responses of discrete subpopulations of neurons could signal the
occurrences of major events in the stimulus waveform at higher rates in the
ensemble response than could uniform responses throughout the total
population of neurons. This, of course, is similar to the main argument
made in Wever's volley theory of pitch perception for normal hearing, where
he suggests that frequencies as high as 3 to 4 kHz can be represented in the
ensemble response even though individual auditory neurons can only respond
to acoustic stimuli at rates of up to about 200 spikes per second.

As indicated in the scores for the seventh processor c lass listed in
Table 1, the effects of adding the noise-biasing signal were generally
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negative. We suggest that the lowered scores may have resulted from one or
more of the following:

1. Channel interactions may have been exacerbated by the addition of
a simultaneous "background" stimulus, as with the processor in
which an analog "baseband" signal was added;

2. The centra 1 audi tory system may not be ab Ie to "decode" the high-
frequency information represented in the ensemble response; and

3. Stochastic independence among adjacent neurons was not achieved
with our stimulus scheme.

Aaong these possibilities, we consider the first and second to be most
likely. Certainly, the idea of increased channel interactions is supported
by the disappointing results obtained with the 6-channel, interleaved-pulses
processor using an analog "baseband" signal. Al though the scores are higher
for the "noise-biasing" processor, these scores also reflect possible
improvements in performance afforded by the use of the "6-of-6-channels,"
interleaved-pulses processor instead of the "2-of-6-channels," interleaved-
pu Ises processor. In any case, the scores drop for the "2-of-6-channe Is"
processor when the analog baseband signal is added and the scores also drop
for the "6-of-6-channels" processor when the noise-biasing signal is added.
One explanation for these findings is that the frequency representation
across channels is significantly degraded when any simultaneous, continuous
signal is added to the interleaved pulses presented by the unaltered
processor.

Next, we note that the results of recent experiments conducted by Burns
and VielReister (1981) support the second possi bi I ity I isted above.
Specifically, these investigators asked their normal-hearing subjects to
indicate when they heard changes in pitch when the modulation frequency of
sinusoidally-amplitude-modulated (SAM) noise was manipulated. If the normal
auditory system could decode the "time-shared" temporal representation of
SAM noise, then one would expect that these subjects would exhibit good
frequency discrimination up to 3 or 4 kHz; otherwise the frequency limit of
good discrimination might approximate the maximum discharge rate of single
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fibers in the audi tory nerve (Le., around 200 to 300 Hz). In fact, Burns
and Viemeister find a "pitch saturation" for their subjects at around 500
Hz. This limit is essentially the same as that found for cochlear-implant
patients, and supports the conclusion that the central auditory system
cannot fully decode a "time-shared" temporal representation in the ensemble
activity of the auditory nerve.

Finally, we note that our method for producing stochastic independence
among cochlear neurons was only a "best guess" first approximation. We plan
modeling studies in the near future to evaluate the efficacy of this
approach and possibly to refine the parameters of the noise-biasing signal
to achieve higher levels of stochastic independence.

Interleaved-pulses processors that have exPlicit representations
of fundamental frequency and voice/un voice boundaries

The next set of processing strategies to be described in this
disclosure involved explicit representations of fundamental frequency (FO)
and voice/unvoice (v/uv) boundaries. These voicing parameters were
extracted from each of the tokens of the vowel- and consonant-confusion
tests with a semi-automated procedure in which the following were sensed:
(a) peaks in the speech waveform above a preset "noise deadband;" (b) the
areas under these peaks from deadband crossing to dead band crossing; (c) the
polari ty of each peak; and (d) running estimates of wide-band (up to 5000
Hz), voice-band (40 - 350 Hz), low-band (364 - 707 Hz), and high-band (2235
- 4470 Hz) RMS energies. A "pitch pulse" was detected for a given peak if
the peak was of the preselected polarity and if preselected thresholds for
the area under the peak, absolute magnitude of the peak, the wide-band RMS
energy, voice-band RMS energy, low-band RMS energy, and the ratio of the
absolute peak magnitude to the voice-band RMS energy were all exceeded. An
unvoiced interval was detected if the wide-band RMS energy exceeded a
preselected threshold and if the ratio of high-band-to-low-band RMS energies
exceeded another preselected threshold. Silence intervals were detected for
all segments of the digitized tokens that had wide-band RMS energies below a
preselected threshold.

The detected parameters of the automated part of the procedure
described above were written to the computer disk for subsequent editing.
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In the editing part of the procedure we examined every detected pitch pulse
along with the input waveform. All erroneous indications of pitch pulses
were then deleted from the "FO file," and the revised information was stored
on the disk. The marking of v/uv boundaries and of si lence intervals was
also exa.ined for accuracy and modified where appropriate. The edited files
then contained essentiall y perfect extractions of the times of all
individual pitch periods and of v/uv boundaries for all tokens in our
consonant and vowe 1 tests. Therefore, the performance for each processor
class described below indicates results for an idealized extraction of FO
and v/uv boundaries. In general, accurate extraction of these parameters in
a rea I-tiae ,processor (especia 11 y for FO) is a forllidab 1e task, and our
intent here was to evalute the potential for explicit representations of
voicing information.

In the first tested class of processors that provided explicit
representations of voicing inforaation, the times of pitch periods were
indicated by presentations of pulses on a "baseband" channel. These pulses
were interleaved with the pulses presented on higher channels, as previously
described. The total set of stimuli sent to the electrode array consisted
of round-robin updates of interleaved pulses to the upper channels and
single pulses to the apical-most, "baseband" channel when a pitch period was
to be signalled. In this way we hoped to retain the excellent levels of
performance previously obtained with the "all-channels-on," interleaved-
pulses processors while adding an explicit representation of voicing
information. We further hoped (and expected) that the additional voicing
information would help our patient make voice/unvoice distinctions for
consonants (e.g., improve her ability to distinguish "ASA" from "AZA").
Finally, we also expected that the additional voicing information would
improve the "natura 1ness" of the percepts and the abi 1 ity to make
man/woman/child distinctions.

Unfortunately, as indicated in the entries for the last processor class
on the first page of Table I, the addition of explicit voicing information
in the manner just described lowered the scores in every category of
consonant and vowel recognition compared with the "S-of-S-channels,"
interleaved-pulses processor. One possible explantion for the lowered
scores is that we had to turn off the lowest channel of the six channels of
"high-band" interleaved pulses because MH reported a mild pain sensation
deep in her implanted ear when relatively-intense stimuli were delivered to
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this channel (electrode pair 3-4). Therefore, RMS energies in the band from
434 to 712 Hz were not represented in the aggregate outputs from the
processor. Inasmuch as this band can signal the location of F1 and the
presence of voicing (froll the ratio of high-band-to-Iow-band energies), it
may be that the absence of this information more than offset any
contributions that might have been provided in the baseband "pitch channel."

Another possible explanation for decreased performance may be in the
way FO information was represented. The interleaving of "pitch pulses" on
the baseband channel of course disrupted the regular tiaing of updates on
the upper channels. This disruption aight have manifested itself as a
degraded representation of band energies in the channels above the baseband
channel. In particular, the insertion of a pitch pulse within the normal
sequence of round-robin updates could have changed the amount of temporal
integration at neural membranes over the update cycles in an irregular way.
This irregularity, in turn, might have produced distortions in the
representations of band energies for the upper, "5-of-5," interleaved-pulses
channels.

Although the results with the first class of processors using explicit
representations of voicing were generally discouraging, MH did remark that
the tokens produced by these processors sounded "very natural" and that she
heard clearly the "deep male voice" of the speaker. Thus, some additional
voicing information seemed to be making its way into MHls percepts. We
therefore decided to pursue other ways in which explicit representations of
FO and v/uv boundaries might be better integrated into the basic "6-of-6-
channels," interleaved-pulses processor.

Our first step in this direction was to abandon the concept of a
baseband channel in favor of a new procedure in which the cycles of round-
robin updates were timed to begin at pitch periods for voiced-speech sounds.
In this way all six channels of the basic interleaved-pulses processor would
be upda ted in strict sequence at every pitch per iod. Further, no stimu 1 i
were delivered in the interval between the completion of the update cycle
for the present pitch period and the start of the update cycle for the
subsequent pitch period. Because a substantial amount of time elapsed in
the "no-stimulus" interval (typically, this time was between 3 and 7 msec
for the pulse conditions and speech test tokens used), the onsets of channel
update cycles were clearly periodic, and this periodicity reflected exactly
the periodicity of FO for voiced speech.
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Next, for unvoiced speech sounds, the timing of channel update cycles
was controlled in one of two ways. In the first procedure updates were made
at the maximum rate (i.e., with only the interpulse time between sequential
update cyc 1es). as in the una 1tered "6-of-6-channe 1sot processor. We
expected that the high density of stimulation produced by maximum-rate
update cyc 1es might maintain the exce 11 ent performance of the una 1tered
interleaved-pulses processor. In particular, we thought that maximum-rate
updates would keep the unvoiced consonants at clearly-audible levels and
would convey the complex temporal dynamics of these phonemes.

The other procedure for controlling channel updates during unvoiced
segments was to begin the update cycles at random intervals, where the
minimum interval was equal to the interval for maximum-rate updates. Thus,
for most sequential cycles.of channel updates there was a variable "dead
tiae" between the cycles. We thought this "jittered" representation ot
unvoiced intervals might produce a noiselike percept, and thereby improve
distinctions between voiced and unvoiced sounds. Instantaneous frequencies
for the jittered updates ranged from 50 to 300 Hz.

Results tor the processors just described are listed as the middle tour
classes of processors on the second page of Table 1. The major classes are
(a) the 6-channel, interleaved-pulses processor in which the update cycles
are timed to begin at pitch periods for voiced-speech sounds and at the
maximum rate for unvoiced-speech sounds; (b) a 4-channel version of this
processor; (c) the 6-channel, interleaved-pulses processor in which the
update cycles are timed to begin at pitch periods for voiced-speech sounds
and at random intervals ("jittered") for unvoiced-speech sounds; and (d) a
4-channel version of this processor. The results for the first of these
processors are similar to the results obtained for the unaltered, "6-of-6-
channels," interleaved-pulses processor (the first processor listed on the
second page of Table 1). The only significant difference is a slight
degradation in vowel recognition without lips for the processor in which
voicing information was explicitly represented. Possibly, the decreased
density of channel updates during voiced segments may have reduced the
amount of transmitted information on the spectral content of the vowels.

Although the scores for the processor in which voicing information was
explicitly represented were somewhat lower than the scores for the unaltered
interleaved-pulses processor, MH preferred the former. She said the
processor with explicit coding of PO and v/uv boundaries sounded more like a
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"natural human voice" to her, and that she could easil y perceive the sex of
the speaker when this processor was used.

As mentioned above, the next tested class of processors using explicit
coding of voicing information was a 4-channel version of the 6-channel
processor just described. Because of a scheduling problem, only the
consonant tests were conducted with the 4-channel processor. The overall
scores on these tests were not much different from the overall scores
obtained wi th the 6-channe 1 processor. However, the scores on consonant
tests were clearly improved for 4-channel, interleaved-pulses processors by
the addition of explicit coding of voicing information (i.e., the scores for
consonant recogni tion wi th and wi thout I ips were 17/24 and 10/24 for the
unaltered 4-channel processor, and 17/24 and 14/24 for the 4-channel
processor with explicit coding of voicing information). In all, these
findings suggest that expl ic it coding of voic ing information may have a
larger beneficial effect for 4-channel processors than for 6-channel
processors.

The third tested class of interleaved-pulses processors with explicit
coding of voicing information was the 6-channel processor with jittered
cycle updates for unvoiced intervals. As shown in Table 1, this processor
produced phenomenally-good results on tests of consonant recognition. The
scores were 22/24 for consonant recognition with lips and 19/24 for
consonant recognition without lips. Apparently, the jittered representation
helped MH make v/uv and other distinctions that greatly improved her scores
on the consonant tests. She also remarked that the tokens produced by this
processor were "very clear," "natural," and "like speech I remember."
Finally, the consonants in all tokens of the consonant-confusion matrix were
clearly audible. This finding effectively eliminated our concern that
maximum-rate updates might be required to make unvoiced consonants loud
enough to identify.

Unfortunately, the outstanding performance in recognition of consonants
was not matched by outstanding performance in recognition of vowels. In
particular, the score of 16/25 for recognition of vowels without lipreading
was substantially lower than the scores obtained with 6-channel,
interleaved-pulses processors without explicit coding of voicing information
(23/25 and 24/25) and somewhat lower than the score obtained with the other
6-channel processor that 2i.!! use explici t coding of voicing information
(20/25). Al though we have no ready explanation for the difference in the
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scores for the two 6-channel processors that used explicit coding of voicing
information, we be 1 ieve the differences between the scores for the
processors with and without explicit coding of voicing information may
ref 1ect differences in the "densi ties" of channe 1 updates during voiced-
speech segments. As mentioned before, the lower densities used in the
processors with explict coding of voicing information may degrade the
representation of RMS energies across the interleaved-pulses channels.

The final tested class of processor with explict coding of voicing
information was the 4-channel version of the previously-described, 6-channel
processor with "jittered" updates during unvoiced intervals. This 4-channel
processor had the best performance by far of all 4-channel processors listed
in Table 1. The improvement in consonant recognition may have resulted from
a superior representation of v/uv boundaries, as mentioned before, and the
improvement in vowel recognition may have resul ted from a superior
representation of FO. Vowel recognition might have been improved by
superior coding of FO because differences in FO and F1 can reliably indicate
vowel height (high vowels like /i/, /1/, /U/ and /u/ have F1-FO differences
of less than three critical bands while low vowels have F1-FO differences
that exceed three critical bands, see Syrdal and Gopal, 1986). Such
improvements may not have been as evident for the 6-channel processors with
explicit coding of voicing information inasmuch as these latter processors
probably provide a higher-resolution picture of F1 and F2 than the 4-channel
processors. Improvements provided by this higher-resolution picture of F1
and F2 may have masked any presumably-smaller improvements provided by PI-FO
differences.

To conclude this section on processors with explicit coding of voicing
information, we note that the overall performance of the best of these
processors closely approximates the performance of the best interleaved-
pulses processor without explicit coding of voicing information (83 and 84%,
respecti ve 1y). However, the processors wi th expl ic it coding of voicing
information generally sound more natural to MH and allow her to make
re 1 iabl e ma 1e/femal e distinctions. Al so, in the case of the 6-channel
processor wi th jittered interva 1s dur ing un voiced segments, s igni ficant
improvements are found in the scores for recognition of consonants. Because
consonant recognition is much more important than vowel recognition for
understanding connected speech, this processor might be regarded as superior
to the 6-channel processor without explicit coding of voicing information.
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The tradeoff in making a choice between thes~ two strategies for
implementation in a portable, real-time processor is that the above-
mentioned advantages of the processor with explicit coding of voicing
information can only be obtained at the cost of incorporating an accurate FO
and v/uv detector in the portable unit. As mentioned before, accurate
extraction of these voicing parameters in real time is not trivial, and such
extraction general Iy requires the use of complex systems of software and
hardware.

Idealized Australian orocessors

The two most-widely used processing strategies for multichannel
auditory prostheses are the compressed-analog-outputs strategy, described in
a previous subsection of this disclosure, and the "FO/F2" strategy of the
Melbourne/Nucleus device (Clark ~ ill., 1983, 1984a and 1984b; Clark and
Tong, 1982; Millar ~ !l., 1984; Patrick ~ ~., 1985). The FO/F2 strategy
is designed to represent detected approximations to the speech parameters FO
and F2 by (a) selecting a pair of electrodes in a multichannel array
according to the frequency of detected F2, where the position of the
selected pair corresponds to the tonotopic ranking of pairs across the
electrode array, and (b) delivering to the selected pair pUlsatile stimuli
at a rate proportional to the detected FO. The amplitudes of the pulses are
computed with a loudness mapping function (similar but not identical to our
logarithmic mapping law described on page 14 of this disclosure) to reflect
either the amplitude of the detected second formant (see, e.g., Clark II
al., 1983) or the overall envelope of the wide-band speech signal (Clark et- -
~., 1984b). Finally, balanced biphasic pulses are used. and the typical
duration of these pulses is 0.2 msec/phase.

In the portable, real-time processor used in the Melbourne/Nucleus
device. FO is detected by first rectifying the input speech wave; then
directing this rectified signal to a low-pass filter; next removing the dc
component of the filter output with a coupling capacitor; and finally
sensing the frequency of this processed signal with a zero-crossings
detector. The zero-crossings detector has a built-in hysteresis circuit to
prevent the output of the detector from signalling frequencies higher than
an expected upper bound (for FO this upper bound·would be around 300 Hz).
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The circuits for detection of F2 are similar in design to the circuits
just described for detection of FO. Specifically, the input speech wave is
first fi Itered with a band-passfi Iter whose corner frequencies encompass
the expected range of F2 (typically, corner frequencies of 800 and 4000 Hz
are used); then the "dominant frequency" in the filter output is sensed with
a zero-crossings detector. The amplitude of the detected second formant is
sensed by rectifying and then low-pass-filtering the output of the F2
bandpass filter, and the overall envelope of the speech signal is sensed by
rectifying and then low-pass-filtering the input speech wave. The typical
corner frequency for the low-pass "RMS smoothing" filters is 35 Hz.

To evaluate the performance of the basic Australian processing strategy
in tests with our patient, we first had to make a decision on whether we
should mimic exactly the functions of the hardware speech processor used in
the Melbourne/Nucleus device or simulate idealized versions of this
processor using highly-accurate extractions of speech parameters. As an aid
in making this decision, we compared the resul ts obtained from processing
the tokens in our vowe 1- and consonant-confusion tests with strict
simulations of the hardware processor and with highly-accurate extractions
of FO, v/uv boundaries and the spectral peak in the F2 band. This
comparison demonstrated many errors in the outputs of the simulated hardware
processor. The principal errors included (a) inaccurate extractions of FO,
mainly produced by "false triggering" of the zero-crossings detector on the
rising slopes of secondary peaks in the input waveform, and (b) inaccurate
extractions of the spectral peak in the F2 band, mainly produced by well-
known deficiencies of zero-crossings analysis for detection of spectral
peaks in signals with more than one frequency component (see, e.g.,
Flanagan, 1972, p. 166, and Rabiner and Schafer, 1978, p. 129). These
errors would usually manifest themselves as discontinuous and excessively-
high indications of FO, and as false and "chattered" (i.e., jumping from
electrode channel to electrode channel) indications of the position of F2.

Because we expected that the errors produced wi th the simulations of
the hardware processor might degrade performance in tests of speech
recognition, and because we were most interested in evaluating the potential
of the coding strategy used in the Australian processor, we decided to use
the simulations of idea 1 ized versions of this basic strategy. In
particular, for highly-accurate extractions of PO and v/uv boundaries we
used our previous, semi-automated extractions of these parameters for all
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tokens of the vowel- and consonant-confusion tests (see pages 29 and 30 of
this disclosure for a complete description of the procedure). Next,
detection of the spectral peak in the F2 band was accomplished by sensing
the RMS energies in logarith.ically-spaced "sub bands" spanning the F2
range. The sub band with the 'greatest RMS energy in each time frame of
ongoing speech was used to select the electrode pair to which the stimulus
pulses were. to be delivered. Finally, for unvoiced segments a "jittered"
representation, much like that of the interleaved-pulses processors with
explicit coding of voicing information, was used. The range and mean of the
instantaneous frequencies of jittered pulses were aade to approximate the
range and mean of instantaneous frequencies used in the actual Austral ian
processor.

The tested variations of idealized Australian processors included the
following:

1. A six-channel processor using radial bipolar pairs, with the
frequency band represented by electrode channel selection covering
the range from 800 to 4000 Hz (I.e., the "F2 band"). and with the
amplitudes of stimulus pulses derived from wide-band (50 - 4000 Hz)
RMS energies:

2. A processor identical to the one described in point 1 above, except
that the frequency band represented by electrode channel selection
was expanded to cover the range from 400 to 4500 Hz:

3. A processor identical to the one described in point 1 above, except
that the amplitudes of the stimulus pulses were derived from F2-
band (800 - 4000 Hz) RMS energies: and

4. A seven-channe I processor using 1ongitudinal bipol ar pairs, with
the frequency band represented by electrode channel selection
covering the range from 800 to 4000 Hz, and with the amplitudes of
stimulus pulses derived from the RMS energies in this band.

These variations were se Iected to eva Iua te possibl e differences in
performance produced by manipulations in (a) the range of frequencies
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represented by electrode channel selection; (b) the bandwidth of energies
represented by the amplitudes of stimulus pulses; and (c) the configuration
used to couple the outputs of the speech processor to the electrode array.
The last manipulation was thought to be important because a "longitudinal
bipolar" configuration is used in the Melbourne/Nucleus prosthesis.
Inasmuch as the electric fields produced by the "radial bipolar"
configuration of the UCSF electrode array are sharper (i.e., more spatially
selective) than the fields produced by the longitudinal bipolar
configurations of either the UCSF or Melbourne electrode arrays (Merzenich
and Whi te, 1977; van den Honert and Stypu Ikowski, 1985), we expected that
performance ~ight be affected with changes in the coupling configuration.

The results for the best variation of the idealized Australian
processors are listed as those for the last class of processing strategies
in Table I, and the results for ~ll tested variations are presented in Table
2. Also presented in Table 2 are the results from a variation of the "6-of-
6-channels," interleaved-pulses processors with explicit coding of FO and
v/uv boundaries. In this variation the frequency range of channel
bandpasses was reduced from the wide-band representation used in previous
interleaved-pulses processors (from approximately 400 to 4500 Hz) to the "F2
band" representation used in the Austra I ian processors (I.e., from 800 to
4000 Hz). The purpose of including this last strategy was to evaluate the
idea that a "dense," interleaved-pulses representation of the spectrum in
the F2 band might be superior to the sparse representation of the spectral
peak in this band with the Australian processor.

The best variation of the idealized Australian processors was the one
in which six channels of radial-bipolar stimulation were used, with the
frequency band represented by electrode channel selection covering the range
from 800 to 4000 Hz, and with the amplitudes of stimulus pulses derived from
the RMS energies in this band (variation 3 in the list on the previous
page). The scores for vowel recognition with this processor were good
(24/25 with lipreading and 18/25 without lipreading) and the scores for
consonant recognition were fair (16/24 with lipreading and 9/24 without
lipreading). In all, these scores closely approximated the scores obtained
with our "2-of-6-channels," interleaved-pulses processor (see Table 1).

To suggest an explanation for this similarity of results between the
best variation of the idealized Australian processors and the "2-of-6-
channels," interleaved-pulses processor, we note that both of these
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Table 2

Results from Tests to Evaluate Several Variations
of "Idealized" Australian Processors

~rocessor variation
VOWELS *

w. lips w.o. lips
CONSONANTS**

w. lips w.o. lips
total

% correct
Australian processor, 21/25
pulse amplitudes reflect
wide-band RMS energies

12/25 18/24 11/24 63

same as above, except
that the entire F1 +
F2 band is spanned,
as opposed to F2 only

23/25 16/25 14/24 2/24 56

Australian processor, 24/25
pulse amplitudes reflect
RMS levels of F2 band

Australian processor, 21/25
pulse amplitudes reflect
RMS levels of F2 band,
pulses delivered to
7 longitudinal pairs
of bipolar electrodes

6-channel, interleaved- 24/25
pulses processor with
explicit coding of FO
and v/uv boundaries,
and with channel outputs
representing the F2 band
only

*Chance is 5/25
**Chance is 3/24

18/25

20/25

21/25

39

16/24

14/24

20/24

9/24

5/24

9/24

68

61

76



processors provide relatively-sparse representations of speech spectra
(Le., onl y one or two channe Is represent spectra I maxima on each update
frame for both processors). Previous comparisons of "2-of-6" and "6-of-6"
inter Iea ved-pu Ises processors indicate, however, that whll e sparse
representations of speech spectra may be adequate for transmitting
information on vowels, such representations are inadequate for transmitting
complete information on consonants. Indeed, this idea is further supported
by the results obtained with the present "6-of-6-channels," interleaved-
pulses processor where the channel outputs represented the F2 band only (see
Table 2). The overall performance of this last processor is substantially
higher than ~he overall performance of the best variation of the idealized
Austral ian processors (76% vs. 68%), and the greatest improvement for the
"6-of-6-channels" processor·is in the category of consonant recognition with
lipreading (20/24 vs. 16/24). M"oreover, the percepts elicited by the "6-of-
6-channels" processor sounded much more natural and speechlike than the
percepts elicited with the best Australian processor. In fact, MH remarked
that certain tokens produced by the Australian processor sounded "funny" to
her; for example, the processed token "bought" sounded like "be-yacht" and
the processed toke'n "boat" sounded like "be-yoa t." The differences in
quantitative and qualitative performance for these two classes of speech
processors indicate that a high-resolution representation of speech spectra
is required for natural-sounding percepts and for good recognition of
consonants.

The overall scores for the remaining var iations of Austral ian
processors were substantially lower than the overall score for the best
variation. However, the scores for consonant recognition were somewhat
higher (and consequently the scores for vowel recognition lower) with the
variation in which the intensities of stimulus pulses reflected wide-band
RMS energies rather than the RMS energies in the F2 band. This improvement
may have resulted from a better representation of the envelope of the speech
signal, a feature known to be important for recognition of consonants. The
decline in scores for vowel recognition may have resulted from the
"convoluted" representation of formant amplitudes. Specifically, while the
position of the spectral peak in the F2 band is represented, the amplitude
of this peak is not. Instead, the envelope of the entire speech signal is
coded and this envelope level is only indirectly related to the amplitude of
F2.
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Finally, the manipulations of increasing the range of frequencies
represented by channel selection (from 800 - 4000 Hz to 400 - 4500 Hz, see
the first two entries in Table 2) or coupling the outputs of the best
variation of the idealized Australian processors to longitudinal bipolar
pairs (see fourth entry in Table 2) both produce large decreases in overall
performance. One possibility for the drop in perforaance when the range of
frequencies represented by channel selection was increased is that the
resolution for coding the position of the spectral peak was degraded with
this manipulation. Because most of the consonants in our confusion aatrix
have peaks in the high-band region, this lowered resolution for coding such
peaks may have produced high 1y-simi 1ar representations of tokens at the
electrode array. Indeed, the score for consonant recogni tion wi th
lipreading for the the "wide-band" processor was no different than the score
obtained on a previous occasion for lipreading alone. and the score for
consonant recognition without lipreading was at a chance level.

The decrease in performance found with the longitudinal coupling
configuration might simply reflect the relatively-low spatial resolution of
electrical excitation with longitudinal bipolar pairs. Even though the
number of channels was increased from 6 to 7 in our manipulation of changing
the coupling from radial bipolar to longitudinal bipolar, this increase was
apparent 1y inadequate to offset the "b 1urred" representation of spectral
peaks with the longitudinal coupling configuration. The addition of many
more channels of closely-spaced, longitudinal bipolar pairs may have
improved performance. In this regard we note that the Melbourne electrode
array has 21 longitudinal bipolar pairs spaced 0.75 am apart, while the UCSF
array has either 8 radial bipolar pairs spaced 2.0 aa apart or 7
longitudinal bipolar pairs also spaced 2.0 mm apart. Our best simulation of
the Melbourne electrode array was therefore to use the 7 longitudinal
bipolar pairs spaced 2.0 mm apart. It may be that better re.sults could be
obtained in patients implanted with the Melbourne array for favorable cases
in which most of the 21 "electrode channels" could be usefully exploited.
While this issue of differences in electrode design is not directly relevant
to our present comparison of alternative speech processing strategies for a
single implant patient, it does suggest a way in which good perforaance
might be obtained in the better patients of the Australian series.
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Note on waveshape manipulations for
interleaved-pulses processors

As mentioned before, a novel aspect of many of the interleaved-pulses
processors tested with patient MH (but not with LP) is that "monophasic-
like" pulses were used. These pulses were formed either by (a) generating
in software asymmetric, charge-balanced pulses with a short-duration, high-
intensity leading phase and a long-duration, low-intensity following phase
of opposite polarity or (b) high-pass filtering true monophasic pulses to
produce charge-balanced stimuli. The second phase of charge-balanced
asymmetric pulses produced in method (a) above was 3.0 msec or less in
duration for all processors in which these pulses were used. Also, peak
currents never exceeded 1.0.~ for any type of stimulus waveform. Finally,
we note that some high-pass filtering was applied to all stimuli delivered
to the electrode array in that the signal drivers in the stimulus-isolation
unit were AC coupled and the output currents of the isolation unit were fed
to the electrodes through coupling capacitors. The effective corner
frequency for the stimulus-isolation unit was around 20 Hz.

Use of "monophasic-like" pulses, as opposed to current- and duration-
balanced biphasic pulses, was based on findings in psychophysical tests with
patients SG and MH that indicated (a) a lower threshold and greater dynamic
range could usually be obtained with one polarity of an asymmetric but
charge-balanced pulse for radial bipolar pair stimulation and (b) a further
"release" from temporal channel interactions could be obtained if monophasic
pulses were first high-pass filtered (at about 100 Hz, single pOle) before
interleaved delivery to two channels in the electrode array. These
advantages of "monophasic" pulses were particularly evident for pulse
durations of 0.5 msec or less: indeed, parametric studies with the
interleaved-pulses processors demonstrated that superior results could be
obtained with 0.3 to 0.5 msec pulse durations (the tested range across all
interleaved-pulses processors was from 0.2 to 0.7 msec), 0.2 msec interpulse
interval (the tested range was from 0.1 to 1.5 msec), and with high-pass
filtering at 100 Hz. With some processors the effects of these
manipulations were large, and we therefore consider the specification of
pulse parameters to be an important element in the design of interleaved-
pulses processors.
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IV. Preferred Embodiments

The broadest conclusion to be drawn from the results presented in
section III of this disclosure is that manipulations in the processing
strategy used in an audi tory prosthesis can have large effects on
recognition of consonants and vowels. Our patient MH attains outstanding
levels of recognition with certain processing strategies, and poor-to-
moderate levels of recognition with others. Certainly, this basic finding
demonstrates the importance of selection of an appropriate processing
strategy for an individual implant patient. Because our studied population
of patients is limited, we do not know at this time whether one processing
strategy will emerge as superior for all patients. However, for patients LP
and MH, processors that represented the RMS energies in fi ve or six
bandpasses with interleaved pulses provided much better performance than the
other strategies we have evaluated. We therefore believe that processors of
this general class will undoubtedly benefit patients with poor nerve
survival, and perhaps benefit patients with good nerve survival as well.

In most interleaved-pulses processors described in this disclosure,
input speech signals are first high-pass filtered (1st order, with a break
frequency of 1200 Hz) to flatten the speech spectrua and diminish the
otherwise overwhelming influence of the first formant (FI). The output of
the high-pass filter is then fed to a bank of bandpass filters whose center
frequencies span the combined range of the first three formants (e.g., from
450 to 4500 Hz), along a logarithmic scale. The RMS energy in each band is
sensed by a rectifier and low-pass filter connected in series to each
bandpass filter output. Next, a "postprocessor" is programmed to scan the
RMS outpu ts each time a pu I se or sequence of pul ses is to be de livered to
the electrode array. The output of a filterbank channel is delivered to its

-assigned electrode (or electrode pair) only if (a) it is one of the N
channels (where N can range from 1 to the total number of output channels)
with the greatest RMS energy for the present round-robin update frame and
(b) the RMS energy is above a preset "noise threshold." Finally, the
amplitudes of the pulse(s) delivered to the selected channel(s) in the
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electrode array are derived with a logarithmic mapping law of the form

pulse intensity = A x 10g(RMS level) + k.

where the parameters "A" and "k" are determined for each channel according
to the levels of threshold and maximum comfortable loudness (MCL) for pulses
on that channe 1.

Variations in the bas ic inter 1eaved-pul ses processor just out lined
include those produced by (a) selection of pulse parameters. such as pulse
width and time between pulses; (b) the total number of channels used; (c)
the order ofl channel updates in each round-robin cycle; (d) the number of
channels updated in each round-robin cycle; (e) the range of frequencies
spanned by the channel bandp~ss filters; if) the cutoff frequencies of the
RMS-smoothing filters; and (g) whether or not the fundamental frequency (FO)
and voice/unvoice (v/uv) boundaries are explicitly represented by timing the
cycles of channel updates to begin at pitch periods during voiced speech and
at either randomly-spaced or maximum-rate intervals during unvoiced speech.
The effects of all these manipulations have been reviewed for patient MH in
section III of this"disclosure. and the effects of manipulations (a). (b).
(d) and (f) have been reviewed for patient LP in our Seventh Quarterly
Progress Report for NIH project N01-NS-2356. In general. our findings
indicate the following:

1. The overall performance of the best of the 6-channel. interleaved-
pulses processors without explicit coding of voicing information
closely approximates the overall performance of such processors
!.!.!.!l expl ici t coding of voicing information. However. the
processors with explicit coding of voicing information generally
sound more natural and can allow patients to make reliable
male/female distinctions. Also, in the case of the 6-channel
processor with jittered intervals during unvoiced segments.
significant improvements are found in the scores for consonant
recognition. Because consonant recognition is much more important
than vowel recogni tion for understanding connected speech. this
processor might be regarded as superior to the 6-channel processors
without explicit coding of voicing information.
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2. An alternative way of representing voicing information 1s to allow
"voicing ripples" to pass through the RMS smoothing filters of
interleaved-pulses processors. This can be accomplished by raising
the cutoff frequencies of these filters from a nominal value of 30
Hz to 10% of the lower cutoff frequency of each channel's bandpass
fil ter. Al though the perception of voicing information does not
seem to be as salient with this method compared with the method of
controlling the timing of round-robin update cycles to begin at
pitch periods during voiced speech and at either randomly-spaced or
maximum-rate intervals during unvoiced speech. the method of
increasing the cutoff frequencies of the RMS smoothing filters
eliainates the need for special hardware and software to extract FO
and v/uv boundaries. This is an important advantage of the
"increased-f i I ter cutoffs" method for two reasons: (a) accurate
extraction of FO and v/uv boundaries in real time is not trivial
and (b) it is preferable to avoid, if possible, explicit
representations of speech parameters so that other sounds in the
environment can be perceived with a minimum of distortions.

3. The number of channels updated in each round-robin cycle is an
important parameter for interleaved-pulses processors. In
particular, scores obtained with "6-of-6-channels." interleaved-
pulses processors are much higher than the scores obtained with "2-
of-6-channels." interleaved-pulses processors or with the "1-
channel-on-at-a-tiae" processor used in the Melbourne/Nucleus
prosthesis. The greatest improvement provided by the "6-of-6-
channe Is" processors is in recognition of consonants. In addition.
the "6-of-6-channels" processors produce tokens that are perceived
as more natural and speechlike than the tokens produced by any
other processor we have evaluated. Therefore, the number of
channels updated in each round-robin cycle should certainly exceed
2 and probably approximate 6. Studies are now in progress to
evaluate recognition performance with processors that have numbers
of channels updated in each round-robin cycle between 2 and 6. For
the present, however, we would recommend that all channels be
updated in each round-robin cycle for interleaved-pulses
processors.
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4. Although 4-channel, interleaved-pulses processors show improvements
over all tested alternative strategies using 4 channels (e.g.,the
4-channel, compressed-analog-outputs strategy), much greater
improvements are found for 6-channel, interleaved-pulses
processors. We therefore recommend that the number of channels
used in interleaved-pulses processors be six or greater.

5. When used, it appears that 4-channel, interleaved-pulses processors
work much better when voicing information is explicitly coded.

6. The order of channel updates in each round-robin cycle is another
important paramete~~~or interleaved-pulses processors. Results
from tests of the "6-~f-6-channels" processors indicate that an
order of channel updates from base to apex (i.e., the channel order
6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) produces more-natural speech percepts and
slightly superior recognition scores than an order designed to
minimize channel interactions (I.e.,the channel order 1,2,4,6,
3, 5). The-optimal order of channel updates may be different for
different patients. However, our present recommendation would be
to update channels from base to apex in each round-robin cycle.

7. To avoid the percept of a high-frequency "modulation whistle" with
interleaved-pulses processors that do n2! explicitly code voicing
information, certain parameters should be set so that the cycle
update times across channels is at or below 5.0 msec. These
parameters are (a) the number of channe 1 s updated on each round-
robin cycle, (b) the total duration of individual stimulus pulses,
and (c) the time between stimulus pulses. For interleaved-pulses
processors !11h explicit coding of voicing information this
requirement sti 11 appl ies, but for a different reason. The
objective here is to code FO for frequencies up to 250 Hz, and to
meet this objective the cycle update time must again be 5.0 msec or
less.
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8. Use of "monophas ic-l ike" pu Ises, as opposed to current- and
duration-balanced biphasic pulses, can improve the performance of
interleaved-pulses processors. These "monophasic" pulses are
formed either by (a) generating asymmetric, charge-balanced pulses
with a short-duration, high-intensity leading phase and a long-
duration, low-intensity following phase of opposite polarity or (b)
high-pass filtering true monophasic pulses to produce charge-
balanced stimuli. The advantages of monophasic-like pulses are
most evident for pulse durations of 0.5 .sec or less; in
particular, parametric studies with interleaved-pulses processors
indicate that superior results can be obtained with 0.3 to 0.5 msec
pu I se durations (the tested range was from 0.2 to 0.7 msec), 0.2
msec interpulse interval (the tested range was from 0.1 to 1.5
msec), and with high-pass filtering at 100 Hz.

The above list indicates preferred embodiments of interleaved-pulses
processors for our two patients with poor nerve survival. Other embodiments
may be superior for patients with more-favorable patterns of nerve survival.
For example, patients with good nerve survival might benefit from the
"hybrid" processors described on pages 17-19 of this disclosure. Also, at
the other end of the scale, patients with extremely-poor survival of neurons
might benefit from application of the "Breeuwer/Plomp" processors described
on pages 13-16, or from 5- or 6-channel, interleaved-pulses processors that
I imi t the number of channe I s updated in each round-robin cyc Ie to one or
two. All of these alternative embodiments are variations of the basic
interleaved-pulses processors described herein, and we therefore consider
such embodiments to be an important part of the disclosed material.
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V. Claims

Major claims of improved performanCe for auditory prostheses using
inter 1ea ved-pu 1ses processors, as indicated throughout this disc 1osure,
include the following:

1. Use of interleaved-pulses processors with six or more output
channe 1 s, and wi th most or a 11 of these channe 1s updated on each
round-robin cycle, can lead to substantial improvements in speech
recogni tion over all eva 1ua ted a 1terna t1ve strategies:

2. Interleaved-pulses processors with fewer than six channels still
provide results·that are sup~rior to those obtained with
alternative strategies bsing the same number of channels:

3. The percepts elicited with tokens produced by interleaved-pulses
processors are much more natural and speechlike than the percepts
elicited with any of the evaluated alternative strategies: and

4. Further improvements in recognition performance and naturalness of
speech percepts can be obtained with interleaved-pulses processors
that explicitly code fundamental frequency and voice/unvoice
boundaries.
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VI. Inventors

Three individuals made .ajor contributions to the development of the
interleaved-pulses processors described in this disclosure. The roles and
relative contributions for each of these individuals are listed in the
following table:

individual

Blake S. Wilson

Charles C. Finley

Mark W. White

~ contribution

design of basic interleaved-pulses 70%
processors; concept of "all-channels-
on" processors; concept of ways in
which voicing information could be
explicitly represented; concept of
potential advantages in the use of
"monophasic-like" pulses.

contributed to the design of basic 25%
interleaved-pulses processors, mainly
in the form of excellent suggestions
offered during, and as a result of,
evaluation of various implementations
of these processors.

suggested the use of non-simultaneous 5%
stimuli as a way in which the
deleterious effects of channel
interactions might be minimized.
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